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A Characterization Study of Materials and Techniques 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 
This is a study of the Alvin Langdon Coburn holdings at George Eastman House, which 
consist of photographs, apparatus and manuscripts bequeathed by Coburn in 1966. 
Examination and intersection of these collections have provided elements for reconstructing the 
photographer’s working method and an insight of cause-and-effect relationships of materials, 
processes and aesthetics in his works. Methods of analysis and tools developed within the 
photograph conservation context have furnished the basis for a proper reading and estimation of 
technical features and deterioration present in photographs of the Edwardian era.  
This study, which is an exercise in the newly evolving materials-based art history of fine 
photography, proves that photograph characterization research brings a significant contribution to 
the art-historical understanding and the preservation of Alvin Langdon Coburn’s heritage.  
Although extensively investigated, the Coburn holdings at George Eastman House still allow for  
new paths of research, as it is proven by the body of negatives on Cristoid film and by two lesser-
known series of portraiture within the photographer’s production, that this study has examined 
and put together. 
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Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
At George Eastman House, the collection of Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966) 

is worthy of special mention. It was brought to the Museum through the 

solicitation of Beaumont Newhall.1 In the late 1940s, Newhall began a regular 

correspondence with Coburn when the artist had been almost forgotten, having 

dropped out of the photographic scene in the 1920s. The interest of Newhall led 

to a revival of Coburn’s fame and eventually to his bequest to the Museum. This 

gift arrived in 1967 and comprises more than 18,000 negatives, almost 2,000 

prints with related cameras and lenses, books featuring the photographer’s works, 

plus his correspondence, manuscripts, scrapbooks, articles, ephemera and some 

personal possessions. It is an extraordinary resource for anyone interested in the 

history of 20th-century photography and the transition from Pictorialism to 

Modernism. Coburn intended it to be the foundation for studying his life work in 

photography, and indeed the collection has been largely investigated with that 

purpose. Nonetheless, the amount and variety of its materials, as well as the 

richness of Coburn’s relationships within the culture of the Edwardian era, still 

permit and reward innumerable inquiries, by no means limited to the field of 

photography. 

 

Alvin Langdon Coburn was born in Boston in 1882. He began taking 

photographs at the age of eight and as a teenager he manifested a striking talent in 

                                                         
1 Beaumont Newhall (1928-1993) served as the curator and director of the International 

Museum of Photography at George Eastman House during the formative years of the institution, 
from 1948 to 1971. Before working at George Eastman House, in 1937 Newhall had mounted the 
first comprehensive retrospective of the first hundred years of photography at the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York, where from 1940 to 1945 he was the founding director of the 
photography department. 

 
Gertrude Käsebier, Alvin 

Langdon Coburn, ca. 1907. 
George Eastman House. 

© George Eastman House 
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photographic printing. At the age of seventeen, thanks to the encouragement and 

aid of his distant cousin F. Holland Day, he could show his prints in London 

within the exhibitions of the ‘New School of American Pictorial Photography’ and 

the British-based Brotherhood of the Linked Ring, the two most radical 

movements working with photography and striving to promote it as a fine art. 

Coburn was introduced by the well-established F. Holland Day to Pictorialists 

emerging in Europe and to Frederick H. Evans, a former bookseller who had 

devoted himself to photography and produced pure, unaltered platinum prints of 

architectural interiors. In America, Coburn worked for a year with Gertrude 

Käsebier and joined the Photo-Secession founded by Alfred Stieglitz. In 1906, the 

Royal Photographic Society invited the young American to give a one-man show 

in London, for which George Bernard Shaw wrote the catalog preface. This 

established Coburn’s fame in England where, throughout the first two decades of 

the century, the photographer worked indefatigably and with success, producing 

memorable portraits of celebrities, revolutionary landscapes and abstract 

compositions. Despite never giving up photography, in the 1920s Coburn retired 

to Wales and lived a contemplative, inner life pursuing mysticism and freemasonry 

until his death in 1966.  

 

Before coming to Rochester, my knowledge of Coburn was minimal. Soon after 

the beginning of the Advanced Residency Program in Photograph Conservation 

(ARP), I commenced my survey of the Coburn photographs at George Eastman 

House, triggered by a series of classes that Grant Romer was giving to the fellows 

on the connoisseurship in fine art photography. My aim was to contribute to the 

Wiki resource that Luisa Casella and Grant Romer had created during the 4th cycle 

of the ARP, for compiling and illustrating relevant information that characterizes 

a photographer's work.2 My research would be an exercise to develop 

methodology in the newly evolving materials-based art history of photography, an 

                                                         
2 The Photograph Connoisseurship Resource begun by Luisa Casella has evolved in the “Notes 

on Photographs” website at www.notesonphotographs.org. 
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approach that had recently emerged out of photograph conservation research, 

encouraged by the need for higher expertise to assess authenticity. 

 

I started my research with a systematic inspection of the Coburn prints in the 

Museum holdings. Due to my background as an art historian, my instinctive 

approach to photographs was to look primarily at images and indeed, such a 

survey was an opportunity to become familiar with Coburn’s aesthetics and 

iconography. However, this exercise, combined with the training received daily at 

the ARP and the contact with an extraordinary community of human and material 

resources in Rochester, taught me also to observe the variety of techniques and 

peculiarities that those photographs manifested. By examining, comparing and 

contrasting different prints showing the same image, I came to appreciate 

alterations in tonal values, in sharpness and contrast, in surface sheen and texture, 

in trimming, mounting, and in condition. Such discernments, which are obvious 

for one experienced in photography, were to me valuable steps of a learning 

process within a discipline that I had only partially touched. 

 

Naturally, these considerations opened further questions, concerning how the 

photographs had been produced, how much they complied with the creator’s 

intent, what in their physical and chemical structure made them dissimilar from or 

similar to other photographs from the same period or aesthetics, and what in their 

current look was due to deterioration. The existing literature published on Coburn 

had not focused specifically on such technical aspects. Important studies such as 

Nancy Newhall’s essay (1962),3 Mike Weaver’s monograph (1986),4 the catalog of 

the retrospective exhibition organized by George Eastman House (1998-1999),5 

                                                         
3 Alvin Langdon Coburn, A Portfolio of Sixteen Photographs by Alvin Langdon Coburn, introduction 

by Nancy Newhall (Rochester, N.Y: George Eastman House, 1962). 
4 Mike Weaver, Alvin Langdon Coburn Symbolist Photographer, 1882-1966: Beyond the Craft (New 

York: Aperture Foundation, 1986). 
5 Pamela G. Roberts, Alvin Langdon Coburn, in Sheila J. Foster, Manfred Heiting, Rachel 

Stuhlman, Imagining Paradise: The Richard and Ronay Menschel Library at George Eastman House, Rochester 
(Rochester, NY: George Eastman House; Göttingen: Steidl, 2007): 218-241. See also Pamela G. 
Roberts, Alvin Langdon Coburn 1882-1966 (Rochester, NY: 31 Studio, Gloucester and George 
Eastman House, 2002). 

 

 
Two variants of the 

portrait by Alvin Langdon 
Coburn, George Meredith 

and Family, 1904, 
George Eastman House. 

© George Eastman House 
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Pamela G. Roberts’ study about Coburn’s published and unpublished books and 

albums in the collection of the Richard and Ronay Menschel Library (2007),6 

along with Coburn’s autobiography edited by Helmut and Alison Gernsheim 

(1966),7 had not produced a unified assessment that brought together an 

understanding of Coburn’s aesthetics and his choice of materials and techniques. 

The photographs of Alvin Langdon Coburn had been studied mostly as images, 

although the photographer had virtually explored every process available at his 

time. Building an understanding of Coburn’s photographs from a materials-based 

standpoint would deepen knowledge and appreciation of those works in line with 

the author’s will. It would also enrich an art-historical interpretation by illustrating 

how aesthetics and techniques are interdependent in photography and how 

differing working methods can produce individual and varying expressions. 

 

In order to clarify the above-mentioned points, I aimed my inquiry in different 

directions. In addition to the examination of original prints, I started to look at 

negatives, acquainted myself with literature written by, and on Coburn and other 

Pictorialists, and worked toward getting a comprehensive knowledge of Coburn’s 

bequest by studying its various components. Direct contact with the photographs 

and books produced by Coburn, with the letters exchanged with his 

contemporaries, and with the objects that were part of his life, provide the 

researcher with an intimate access to the artist’s life and personality. Coburn was 

aware of that and shaped his legacy to posterity accordingly, through a systematic 

selection and arrangement of the materials. This became clear to me in the 

numerous autograph notations which had recorded dates and descriptions on 

photographs, identified names of correspondents on the envelopes kept with 

letters, labeled pieces of equipment - “Alvin Langdon Coburn/ His Camera” read 

a tag that I found written in his hand, attached to a camera case. Intersecting these 

                                                         
6 Catalog of the exhibition by Marianne Fulton, Karl Steinorth, Nancy Newhall et al., Alvin 

Langdon Coburn, 1900-1924 (Zurich: Edition Stemmle, 1998). Previously, George Eastman House 
had organized the 1977-1978 exhibition Alvin Langdon Coburn, 1882-1966. 
7 Alvin Langdon Coburn Photographer: An Autobiography with Over 70 Reproductions of His Works, ed. by 
Helmut and Alyson Gernsheim (London: Faber & Faber; New York: Praeger, 1966). 

 

 

Case of the reflex camera 
owned by Coburn, and detail 
of the attached tag, George 

Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 
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differing materials has been delightful and has furnished me with a sound basis 

upon which to corroborate conjectures, while consulting Coburn’s works. 

 

During my fellowship at George Eastman House I have been able to examine 

approximately 1,500 Coburn originals from the Museum collection, not counting 

his prints included in books, and have repeatedly perused through his 18,000 

negatives reproduced in the cataloging system. Additionally, I have examined 

Coburn’s works held in other institutions: at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 

the Fine Arts Museum, Boston, the Library of Congress, and the National Media 

Museum in Bradford, England. These collections constitute an extraordinary 

repertoire of techniques, materials and aesthetic trends adopted by Coburn 

throughout his career that had not been thoroughly identified, compared and 

connected. At his most creative period of working, Coburn utilized many 

processes and materials (platinum print, gum-platinum print, gelatin silver print, 

photogravure, and the little known Cristoid film), which lent themselves for 

manipulation, producing individual and variant expressions. 

 

This research put into use my past experience in art history, transferring it to fine 

art photography. In my examination of Coburn’s originals, I realized that in many 

aspects those photographs could be studied very much like paintings or drawings. 

Coburn’s “hand” turned out to be detectable in many of his negatives and prints: 

retouching, attempts to mend tears or losses, inscriptions, marks, manufacture of 

mountings could all be discerned as autograph features and, if composed together, 

would provide valuable information about a creative process otherwise impalpable 

in photographs. At the same time, the variety of materials to characterize helped 

me to build a personal command of the methods and tools of analysis largely 

developed in the conservation context, which are invaluable in providing a proper 

reading and estimation of technical features and deterioration present in 

photographs of the Edwardian era. The two approaches brought together have 

furnished me with a better understanding of photography. 

 

 

 

 

Documentation in normal, 
raking andaxial light. 

© George Eastman House 
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This reports focuses on three aspects of Alvin Langdon Coburn’s oeuvre. In the 

first section, the photographer’s working method is elucidated in some selected 

works that can give an overall view of materials and techniques adopted by 

Coburn throughout his career. Comparative study of such works was integrated 

with evidence provided by primary sources held at George Eastman House, such 

as technology and correspondence and writings from the artist, many of which 

had never been published. Additionally, some of the prints were characterized 

physically, through photo-documentation with various lighting techniques and 

magnification, and chemically, through x-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF).  

 

The second section illustrates conservation issues commonly related to Coburn’s 

prints, on the basis of observations collected during my survey of originals and of 

two conservation treatments that I carried out, here enclosed in Appendix V. 

 

The third section identifies two lesser known subject series within Coburn’s 

portraiture: the Musicians of Mark, that the photographer intended to publish as a 

book but it never reached that stage, and the multiple-exposure portraits, of which 

George Eastman House holds a considerable group of negatives that were never 

printed or thoroughly studied. 

 

Two side projects originated from this research and they are shown in addenda: 

the Coburn Correspondence Digitization Project, which I designed and 

supervised for making such assets accessible, and the survey of the “Redundant 

Alvin Langdon Coburn Material,” that is, photogravures in multiple versions at 

George Eastman House, separate from the permanent collection. Both projects 

were carried out on my own initiative and, have greatly contributed to my insight 

of Coburn’s life, activity and bequest to the Museum. 

 

This study can serve as the starting point for a catalogue raisonné of Coburn’s works, 

a project in which I have an interest. It can also be intended as a test for creating a 

methodology applicable to other photographers from the Edwardian era. 
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1 | Alvin Langdon Coburn’s Working Method 
 
 
 
 
 
The manuscripts collection bequeathed by Coburn to George Eastman House 

contains significant information about the photographer's working method. It 

consists of correspondence that Coburn exchanged with his contemporaries and 

of writings in different formats: handwritten or typed notes, lists and essays. The 

majority of them are related to Coburn’s autobiography, a project to which the 

photographer passionately devoted his last years, and thanks to Helmut and 

Alison Gernsheim’s collaboration he could see published in 1966, shortly before 

his death.8 Although most of these writings are, as Gernsheim described, 

“disjointed notes on this and that, presenting no continuous life story that one 

could polish,”9still they reveal information that was not included in the book and 

can provide a better understanding of how Coburn utilized technology and 

produced his photographs. Excerpts from those and other manuscripts will be 

therefore quoted in this section, serving as reference and comparison for some 

pieces of equipment and for photographs selected from the George Eastman 

House collection. 

 

This typewritten manuscript Photography Through the Years might have been the 

draft for an article that was never published. Coburn wrote it around 1954,10 

                                                         
8 Alvin Langdon Coburn Photographer: An Autobiography with Over 70 Reproductions of His Works, ed. 

by Helmut and Alyson Gernsheim (London: Faber & Faber; New York: Praeger, 1966). A second 
enlarged edition was published in 1978 (New York: Dover Publications), with an introduction by 
Helmut Gernsheim and five extra works reproduced. 

9 Helmut Gernsheim, “Introduction to the Dover Edition,” in Alvin Langdon Coburn, 
Photographer: An Autobiography with Over 70 Reproductions of His Works (New York: Dover 
Publications, 1978): vii. 

10 The text starts: “If someone told you that he had been using a camera for over sixty-four 
years” and continues “I began photography in the year 1890 on June 11th.” 
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providing a rather detailed description of materials he had been using in 1905, 

when he “had become quite a finished technician, a regular exhibitor in the 

Annual Photographic Exhibitions in London and elsewhere, with a “One Man 

Show” at the Royal Photographic Society in the offing!” 

 

“I was a strong lad on those days, and would you believe it, my weapon was a 10 x 8 stand 

camera, with six double dark slides loaded with Cristoid cut films (now no longer made) and a 

large bright green focusing cloth, under which I disappeared prior to each exposure. Cristoid 

films, by the way, had no celluloid backing, but just two superimposed layers of gelatine, one 

slower than the other. When they were put into the developer they went into a kind of pulp! It 

was like developing a jelly-fish! You dried them on ferrotyped plates such as those upon which, in 

those ancient days, you dried glossy prints, if you made them. You started with a 10 x 8 

Cristoid but by the time you were finished it had stretched to 12 x 10; but they had a wonderful 

quality - great depth of tone, and no halation. The early 1905 negatives of the Edinburgh book 

were made on these films. I also used a soft focus lense which was especially made for me. This 

gave a kind of stereoscopic effect. The results seemed impressionistic if you looked at them too 

closely, but from a little distance they appeared sharper than prints of the F.64 variety. They 

were especially suitable for exhibition work, and I used this type of lense almost exclusively in 

those days, and it was thus armed that I descended upon Edinburgh in 1905.” 

 

Cristoid film was patented by J.T. Sandell in 1899 and put on the market in 

December of that year.11 It was made of hardened gelatin cast into a sheet, devoid 

of any glass or plastic support. A fast, very light sensitive silver gelatin emulsion 

was cast on top of a slow, relatively insensitive one, thick enough to do away with 

any base. The two superimposed emulsions bonded together and acted in tandem. 

They formed a perfectly flat film, not very easily distinguishable from a rollable 

celluloid film, except for its greater degree of opacity. Cristoid film was supplied in 

cut sizes and in spools, with black paper ends for use in a daylight changing roll-

holder. Every method used with other films could be applied to it. 

                                                         
11 “Ealing Photographic Society,” The British Journal of Photography, v. 46, n. 2065 (December 1, 

1899): 766. 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, 
A Tree in Greyfriars 

Churchyard, Edinburgh, 1905, 
George Eastman House. 

© George Eastman House 
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During exposure, the slower emulsion reacted to the very strong light, creating 

density in the highlight areas up to a maximum point; meanwhile, the faster 

emulsion took care of building density in the shadow areas during an extended 

exposure. The result was a negative that incorporated an extraordinary range of 

light levels. Demonstrations of the new product consisted of exposing four sheets 

of Cristoid to the same subject for 1, 5, 60 and 300 seconds respectively, all of 

which would produce useable negatives, thus proving Cristoid film’s unrivalled 

latitude in exposure. But this was not its only valuable feature. Because it was 

unsupported gelatin, Cristoid film swelled during process and enlarged the image 

by 20%, an advantage in contact printing. Enlargement could be reversed back to 

original size by immersion in alcohol after drying. Before development, it was 

advised to harden the film through a solution of formaldehyde and water. As soon 

as the film was placed into the developer, the side upon which the exposure had 

been made would become blacker the other. The film would then be rinsed, fixed 

in hypo solution, and washed, allowing for reduction or intensification if found to 

be too dense or weak. For drying, it had to be squeegeed on to a smooth, rigid, 

non-absorbent support, from which it would be stripped. Cristoid films could be 

varnished by immersion in Cristoid varnish, being then pinned up to dry, and 

could be retouched on either side.12 

 

Cristoid film never enjoyed wide popularity, but it was highly appreciated in 

certain circles. Frederick H. Evans, who made it a full partner in his photographs, 

lamented one single fault with it, which might in fact have been the main reason 

for its limited success. That was, the difficulty of keeping those films, and 

especially the ones in larger sizes, perfectly flat during exposure. He suggested 

                                                         
12 Cristoid film’s properties, instructions, sizes and prices are described in Cristoid Manual: The 

Cristoid Film and Notes on The “Perfect” Plate (London: Sandell Films & Plates, Ltd., n.d.). Formats 
ranged from 4 ¼ x 3 ¼ to 15 x 12, covering all standard sizes. 

Cristoid Manual: The 
Cristoid Film and Notes on 

The “Perfect” Plate 
(London: Sandell Films & 
Plates, Ltd., n.d.), George 

Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 

 

 
Label on original Cristoid 
film sleeve, n.d., London, 

Country Life Picture 
Library. 
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Cristoid films should be issued on a temporary support that would made them 

stiff to avoid any impact to the sharpness of focus. 13 

 

In spite of such a defect, Cristoid film became one of Coburn’s favorite 

photographic materials, as proven by 1,247 negatives of that sort held at George 

Eastman House. These measure approximately 10 x 12”, deriving from 8 x 10” 

original size negatives. Coburn shot most of them (if not all) by the first decade of 

the 20th century, preferring them for portraits. Only one fifth of the group is in 

fact devoted to landscape, this being due to the fact that soon after his 1905 trip 

to Edinburgh, Coburn must have switched from an 8 x 10” view camera to a 4 x 

5” reflex camera for his outdoor work.14  

 

But how and when did Coburn become familiar with Cristoid film?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                         
13 Frederick H. Evans, “Some Notes on Interior Work. Part IV. – Plates or Films,” The Amateur 

Photographer (April 28, 1904): 332. Evans’ Cristoid negatives are in the archives of Country Life in 
London. They are housed in conservation boxes, inside individual polyester sleeves with no 
support. A few of them show retouching; many are tinted pink. 

14 In the early 1906 Coburn was producing most of his outdoor work with a 4 x 5” reflex 
camera, as documented by the article “Alvin Langdon Coburn’s One-Man Show at the R.P.S.,” The 
Photographic News, v. 50, n. 527 (February 2, 1906): 90. In addition, the unpublished essay Alvin 
Langdon Coburn, Artist-Photographer, composed in 1912 by William Howe Downes and edited by 
Coburn, reads: “He began his outdoor photographic work by carrying on his shoulder a large eight by ten plate 
camera, with holder and lenses, weighing between thirty and fourty pounds! But he soon found that this was an un-
necessary waste of energy, for by the time he arrived at the battle-field he was too tired to fight. Nowadays he has 
come down to a three by four camera of the Reflex type in which may be seen the full size image right side up, 
reflected by a mirror to the top of the camera. This he is able to carry about all day long without any great fatigue. 
With four or five lenses of focal lengths varying from five to thirty inches, he is prepared for any subject above-ground. 
And he always uses films.” 
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1.1 | F.H. Evans, G.B. Shaw and A.L. Coburn in a Garden, 1906 
 
In 1904, Coburn contacted George Bernard Shaw soon after his arrival in 

London, and found in him a serious amateur photographer, eager to share 

equipment and ideas in the exploration of creative photography. The dramatist 

had been a prolific photographer since 1898, when he purchased his first camera 

and met Frederick H. Evans, who became his mentor in photography. Frequently, 

in his letters to Coburn, Shaw reported his enthusiasm and struggle in 

experimenting with innovative products and techniques. Cristoid film, adopted by 

Shaw upon Evans’ recommendation, was one of these.15 In his letter of July 26, 

1904, when arranging Coburn’s first visit, Shaw offered the use of his own fine 

equipment including some fresh 8 x 10 Cristoid Orthochromatic films. 

 

 

 

 

 

It is not unlikely that Coburn was introduced to that unusual product, which he 

came to master, thanks to George Bernard Shaw. On another occasion, when the 

first truly practical color system of photography was introduced, Shaw suggested 

that Coburn should get and try some of the Lumière Autochrome plates he had 

recently experienced with Steichen.16 

 
Tangible evidence of the artistic collaboration of Shaw, Evans and Coburn is 

provided by two negatives from the George Eastman House collection that had 

never been compared before. 

                                                         
15 Shaw referred to his use of Cristoid film in a letter to Frederick H. Evans written in 

Merionetshire, Wales, on 25 July 1907: “I am supposed to be holidaying here. Anyhow I bathe and 
take snaps on Cristoid films through a X3 screen on your recommendation.” See George Bernard 
Shaw and Bill Jay, Bernard Shaw on Photography (Layton, UT: Gibbs Smith, 1989): 43. Those Cristoid 
negatives and others taken by Shaw in 1909, both in Parknasilla and during a trip to Algeria, are 
held in the archives of London School of Economics. 

16 Postcard dated August 6, 1907, George Eastman House. 

 
From G.B. Shaw’s letter to A.L. Coburn of July 26, 1904, George Eastman House. 

© George Eastman House  
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Both of them are on Cristoid film and came to the Museum with Coburn’s 

bequest.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One is a portrait of Coburn sitting in a garden, shot by George Bernard Shaw 

before February 1906. It was first published in issues of both The Amateur 

Photographer and Camera Work,17 and is the only example of a Cristoid film in the 

George Eastman House collection by any photographer other than Coburn. From 

this negative, George Eastman House holds four original prints: two differing 

versions of platinum prints with warm and neutral tonalities, and two 

photogravures, one of which bears the inscription in Coburn's hand, on the verso: 

“Alvin Langdon Coburn by George Bernard Shaw (photogravure by Coburn).” 

 

                                                         
17 George Bernard Shaw, “Photographs by Mr. Alvin Langdon Coburn,” The Amateur 

Photographer (February 16, 1906): 111. Camera Work, n. 15 (July 1906): pl. VI. 

George Bernard Shaw, Alvin Langdon Coburn, ca. 1906, 
George Eastman House. © George Eastman House 

    

 
Alvin Langdon Coburn (?), George Bernard Shaw (?),  

Frederick Evans, ca. 1906.  

 

George Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 

Bradford, National Media 
Museum. 
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The other negative is attributed to Coburn in the George Eastman House 

cataloging system and depicts Evans sitting in the same location, on the same 

chair in which Shaw immortalized Coburn. The light values and the setting, with 

only slight differences in the position of the view camera, suggest that these two 

images were shot in the course of the same sitting. 

 

While there are no positives from this negative at George Eastman House, the 

Royal Photographic Society at the National Media Museum in Bradford holds a 

contact print in platinum. With respect to the positives made from the negative 

portraying Coburn in the garden, this photograph shows the image reversed, as it 

was one of the many properties of the Cristoid film to allow for contact printing 

on both of its sides. This platinum print bore a handwritten note by Shaw on its 

verso - now applied to the Museum matte - which reads: “Just discovered among 

my old papers. It gives his gnomelike appearance to the life, and his characteristic 

attitude. GBS 20/8/1945.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is not easy to identify the author of the portrait of Evans. It was either Coburn 

or Shaw. However, what can be assumed is that the three men at some point were 

photographing together, sharing a 10 x 8 view camera and Cristoid films. 

 

At present, Evans, Shaw and Coburn are the only three photographers for whom 

the use of Cristoid film has been documented. 

 

 

Note by G.B. Shaw 
accompanying the platinum 
print Frederick Evans, ca. 
1906, Bradford, National 
Media Museum 
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1.2 | George Bernard Shaw, 1904-1906 
 

The earliest negatives that Coburn shot on Cristoid film can actually be assigned 

to 1904, when the young man traveled to London with the ambition to 

photograph literary and art celebrities in England. Such a project was to culminate 

in the publication of Men of Mark in 1913, and More Men of Mark in 1922. All 

portraits for the Men of Mark series were taken on Cristoid films.18  

 

Shaw was the first “literary lion,” in Coburn’s words, to be captured. He loved 

being photographed and Coburn took many portraits of him, by using Cristoid 

film. One of these produced a gum-platinum print that bears Shaw’s handwritten 

inscription on the mount, reading: “Certified authentic, and my best portrait so 

far. G. Bernard Shaw, August 1904.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When positive and negative of this image are compared, it is evident that the print 

contains some information which is missing in the negative. The sitter’s right arm 

represented in details in the foreground has been erased in the Cristoid film. This 

                                                         
18 The group of iconic portraits produced by the end of 1905 gives evidence that Coburn rapidly 

became connected with the most prominent figures of the literary world in Great Britain, such as 
G.K. Chesterton, George Meredith, H.G. Wells, Edward Carpenter and Henry James. A pivotal 
role in providing these connections was played by George Bernard Shaw. On Shaw’s impact upon 
Coburn’s career, see Valentina Branchini, “An Artistic Intimacy: Alvin Langdon Coburn and 
George Bernard Shaw,” Image, v. 47, n. 1 (Spring 2009): 12-19, here enclosed in Appendix IV. 

 

 

 Alvin Langdon Coburn, George Bernard Shaw, 1904, George Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 
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is an example of manipulation of a negative, operated by Coburn after the present 

print was produced. The treatment, performed on other negatives as well, 

consisted of local applications of Farmer’s reducer, a solution of potassium 

ferricyanide and sodium thiosulphate, generally used to reduce density in 

overexposed or overdeveloped negatives. Where applied, it would remove 

quantities of metallic silver. In this particular case, Coburn might have wanted to 

attenuate the area at lower left corner, that in the print he had darkened by 

retouching. It is hard to say if he intentionally extended treatment to a larger area, 

covering Shaw’s arm as well. Coburn might have not been satisfied with the result, 

as there is no print made from the manipulated negative. 

 

The same treatment turned out successfully on another negative, that is, the 

celebrated portrait taken in April 1906, where Shaw posed as Rodin’s Le Penseur 

(The Thinker). In that case, the photographer employed Farmer’s reducer to 

eliminate the mid-tones in the brocade fabric set around the naked figure, in order 

to obtain a deep and continuous shadow in the contact print. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, Le Penseur, 1906, George Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 
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1.3 | George Meredith and Family, 1904 
 

Another kind of manipulation on a negative helps to reconstruct the printing 

sequence of George Meredith’s family portrait, which is represented in the 

Museum collection in a Cristoid film negative and in three contact prints showing 

variations in technique, tonal values, trimming and finishing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

George Eastman House holds an extensive documentation of this portrait, which 

was taken on October 24, 1904.19 Four letters written by the novelist to Coburn 

between October 1904 and March 1905 relate to this photograph and sitting.20 

Further shots are preserved from the same sitting, amongst which a variant of the 

family group, and a profile portrait of George Meredith that Coburn chose for his 

Men of Mark. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                         
19 A handwritten note in pencil by Coburn reads: “Portrait made Oct. 24th 1904,” on the recto 

of the envelope containing Meredith’s telegram of October 20, 1904. 

 

Negatives on Cristoid films, 
George Eastman House. 
The photographer’s 
autobiography reports about 
the sitting:  
 
“George Meredith under the 
kind but firm direction of his 
daughter was in a 
submissive mood and I was 
able to take as many groups 
as I wished, and several 
close-ups of the grand old 
man himself.” 
 
© George Eastman House 

 
Alvin Langdon Coburn, George Meredith and Family, 1904, George Eastman House.   © George Eastman House 
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A few months after the sitting, on March 16, 1905, George Meredith purchased 

from Coburn two copies of the family portrait, in a letter written in his daughter’s 

hand that bears the novelist’s signature. Meredith was seventy-seven year old. 

 

“Dear Sir, 

Will you oblige by sending 2 

Photographs of the group of Mrs 

Sturgis, the two Children, myself & 

dog. Also 4 Photographs of myself 

alone like the one you sent Mrs. 

Sturgis. Yours truly George Meredith 

PS I take the price to be £5 for 4 as 

those you sent me.” 

 

 

Coburn kept for himself the three following prints. 

 

Platinum print 1967:0155:0042 is tipped at top corners to an original mount, 

which is composed of a light brown wove textured paper and a light brown board. 

That fashion of multiple mounting was usual for Coburn, who had borrowed it 

from F. Holland Day.21 On verso of the tertiary support, a note written by Coburn 

in pencil reads: “George Meredith and Family 1904.” 

 

The image color is warm, which in platinum printing was achieved by increasing 

the temperature of the processing solutions or by toning the image with mercury. 

                                 _______________________________________________________________ 
20 Coburn described his encounter and sitting with George Meredith on various occasions: in 

Men of Mark (1913), in his broadcast on the BBC “Photographing George Meredith,” published in 
The Listener (May 1, 1958), and in his autobiography. 

21 A manuscript written by Coburn on one of his photographs reads: “The mounting of this print is 
an example of the method of “multiple mounting” employed by Holland Day in presenting his photographs at that 
time. He procured literally hundreds of patterns of “cover papers” from various firms and superimposed them in layer 
above layer behind the print. Evans also embellished his architectural prints by thus mounting them, and great care 
was taken in trimming the very narrow stripe of the delicately adjusted inner lines. This is a sepia platynotype print 
on a sage green mount with buff thin inner lines in which a very pleasing colour scheme is produced.” 

 

 
1967:0155:0042 

George Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 
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X-ray fluorescence analysis conducted on maximum and minimum density areas 

proved presence of platinum and mercury in the imaging substance.22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The image has faded, as it is particularly evident at bottom right corner, where a 

retouch on the print stands out with a darker tone (fig. 24).  

 

The surface presents no sheen, as photo-documentation in axial light shows (fig. 

6, 39, 42, 45), meaning that this photograph is not coated. Under magnification 

paper fibers are clearly discernible, confirming the one-layer structure for this 

print, made of raw paper and image (fig. 69-72, 81-84, 93-96).  

 

The other two photographs are both gum over platinum prints. Coburn was well 

known at his time for excelling at this mixed printing technique: 

                                                         
22 The photograph had been identified as a silver gelatin print in the Museum cataloging system 

(TMS), before this analysis was carried out. 

 

XRF analysis settings 
Voltage: 40 kV 
Current: 1.9 µA 
Time: 600 seconds 
Filter: Cu 6mil + Ti 1mil + Al 12mil 
Vacuum: No 

 

Spectrum overlay: Dmax (red) and Dmin (blue). 

 

 

Dmax 

Dmin 

Dmax and Dmin areas were 
identified and analyzed 
consistently in the three prints. 
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“Now what are the distinctive qualities that differentiate the work of Coburn from that of other 

artist photographers? In a purely technical direction, the best thing he has done for the art is to 

have brought to light the gum-platinum process. He did not invent it; that was done by some 

German gentlemen years ago, as a means for subduing contrasts. Coburn, however, was the first 

pictorial photographer to realize the importance of the process as a means for building up and 

enriching the shadows of a platinum print. He uses it rather as a glaze than as an actual 

printing, and it enables him to get the color best suited to the subject in hand, without the gloss of 

carbon or the greasiness of the bromide or oil printing processes. In fact, after having 

experimented with every known printing process, he prints now in only three ways, platinum, 

gum-platinum, and photogravure.”23 

 

And Coburn gave a detailed report of his printing method: 

 

“In the gum-platinum process the first step was to make a platinum print, which could be either 

in the normal silver grey colour, or toned to a rich brown by the addition of mercury to the 

developer. The finished print was then coated with a thin layer of gum-bichromate containing 

pigment of the desired colour. I found Vandyke brown especially suitable owing to its 

transparency, and by having the underlying platinum print in the grey, a very pleasant two-colour 

effect was produced. The bichromated print was replaced behind the original negative, great care 

being taken to get it accurately in register. It was then re-exposed and developed in the usual way. 

It was in the nature of platinum prints that the shadows were somewhat weak; by superimposing 

a gum image they were intensified. The whole process added a lustre to the platinum base 

comparable to the application of varnish, at the same time preserving the delicacy of the highlights 

in the platinum print. If the shadows were still not deep enough, a second coating of pigmented 

gum, or even a third, could be added and the print re-exposed, but with skill and practice one 

coating of gum was usually sufficient. To my regret, platinum paper was no longer manufactured 

after World War I, for it gave very delicate gradations of tone and had the advantage of absolute 

permanence.”24 
 

                                                         
23 From William Howe Downes’ manuscript, Alvin Langdon Coburn, Artist-Photographer, 1912. 
24 Alvin Langdon Coburn, Photographer: An Autobiography with Over 70 Reproductions of His Works 

(New York: Dover Publications, 1978): 18. 
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Gum-platinum print 1967:0155:0041 is tipped at top corners to a secondary 

support made of dark brown paper. Originally it was attached to a tertiary support 

which is now lost. Fragments of paper fibers and adhesive on the verso of the 

secondary support provide evidence of that (fig. 5). 

 

The image color is warm. XRF analysis proved presence of platinum, mercury and 

chromium in the imaging substance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The surface presents an even sheen, as photo-documentation in axial light shows 

(fig. 37, 40, 43, 46), possibly due to some overall coating applied in addition to the 

gum-dichromate layer. Two drip marks of a yellowish-brown thicker substance 

localized in the gown of the girl in the foreground might provide some clue to 

that. Microscopic examination of the solidified substance revealed cracks, at the 

base of which some fluorescence was visible under UV light (fig. 105-113). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spectrum overlay: Dmax (red) and Dmin (blue). 

 

 

XRF analysis settings 
Voltage: 40 kV 
Current: 1.9 µA 
Time: 600 seconds 
Filter: Cu 6mil + Ti 1mil + Al 12mil 
Vacuum: No 

 

1967:0155:0041 
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Beeswax can be excluded, because it would fluoresce when illuminated with UV 

light, while it does not. The substance might be gum, but only Fourier Transform 

Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) would confirm. Under magnification, paper fibers 

and pigment particles from the gum layer are evident (fig. 73-76, 85-88, 97-100).  

 

There are numerous retouchings on the print, noticeably different in tone, color 

and sheen from the surrounding image areas (fig. 114-121). That is a common 

feature in Coburn’s photographs, where retouchings are not very well blended 

with the imaging material. Either Coburn’s retouching technique was poor, or that 

contrast has been possibly accentuated over time by deterioration of both the 

imaging substance and the material used for inpainting. 

 

 

Gum-platinum print (1967:0155:0040) is loose and shows no evidence of having 

ever been mounted. It is trimmed slightly differently than the other two 

photographs, that contain more information along the right edge.  

 

The image color is both cool and warm, adhering to Coburn’s description of a 

“two-colour effect.” In photography at that time there was a distinct taste for split 

tone, and this is an excellent example of that. An article by Joseph T. Keiley 

published in the April 1900 issue of Camera Notes assured that “very beautiful 

effects can be gotten through the use of mercury-bic. in combination with the 

ordinary developer, as suggested by Mr. Stieglitz, and by the application of the 

developing bath without mercury to one part of the print and that containing it to 

another, a double toned print will result, whose beauty will depend entirely on the 

correctness of the maker’s taste.”25 Instead of applying mercury locally by means 

of brushes, Coburn preferred to achieve the effect by re-exposing his prints 

coated with pigmented gum. 

                                                         
25 Joseph T. Keiley, “The ‘Camera Notes’ Improved Glycerine Process for the Development of 

Platinum Prints,” Camera Notes, v. 3, n. 4 (April 1900): 225. 

1967:0155:0040 
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The platinum image in this print was printed darker then in the other two variants. 

Here the highlight areas carry more details, and luminosity is focused on the girl in 

the foreground and on George Meredith, pivotal point of the composition. In 

order to obtain that effect, Coburn toned down with bluish-green watercolor the 

poet's hands and the arms of the chair, whose surface reflectance is more matte 

than in the surrounding areas. 

 

XRF analysis confirmed the presence of chromium (from the gum dichromate), 

iron (possibly contained in pigments), platinum and mercury in the imaging 

substance. There is a much smaller quantity of mercury than in the other two 

photographs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The surface presents a pronounced relief in the areas of higher density, where the 

gum layer is thicker, and differential gloss between the highlight and shadow areas, 

as photo-documentation in axial light shows (fig. 38, 41, 44, 47). This print carries 

a greater amount of gum than the previous one. It is very likely that Coburn 

applied to it multiple pigmented-gum layers. 

 

Microscopic examination shows paper fibers and pigment particles (fig. 101-104). 

Small brownish spots that seem to cover the entire surface of the print appear 

accentuated under magnification but are clearly visible at naked eye.

 

Spectrum overlay: Dmax (red) and Dmin (blue). 

 

XRF analysis settings 
Voltage: 40 kV 
Current: 1.9 µA 
Time: 600 seconds 
Filter: Cu 6mil + Ti 1mil + Al 12mil 
Vacuum: No 
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It is unclear if these are a manifestation of deterioration of the paper support due 

to residual iron salts in the platinum process, or if they are instead related to the 

gum layers. 

 

After examining these three prints, the negative reveals further interesting aspects. 

It has a tear at the top left corner and a loss at the bottom right corner (fig. 122-

124). Both flaws were mended with a thin cloth gauze on the verso of the film, 

probably applied by Coburn himself. The cloth is toned with graphite where it 

compensates for the loss. These manipulations are more or less visible in the 

prints, depending on the process adopted. In the plain platinum print 

1967:0155:0042 both repairs are evident, along with a retouching in the print 

surface at the bottom right corner, where the loss was in the negative (fig. 126-

127). In the gum-platinum print 1967:0155:0041 they are less visible, because of 

the layer of pigmented gum. There is a retouching on the print surface where the 

loss was in the negative (fig. 129-130). In the gum-platinum print 1967:0155:0040, 

where the layer of gum is thicker and has relief, the shadows are very dense and 

cover any defect deriving from the negative. Still, when looking carefully at the 

area where the loss was in the negative, faint outlines can be seen (fig. 132-133). 

 

Multiple layers of pigmented gum on the third print might have been needed in 

order to cover some defects due to damage in the negative. It can be assumed that 

that photograph 1967:0155:0040 was the final stage of the print sequence. The 

Illustrated London News published George Meredith’s family portrait on May 22, 

1909, four days after the novelist’s death. The image reproduced on the 

newspaper front page, which might have been one of the two prints purchased by 

Meredith in 1905, shows light values similar to photograph 1967:0155:0040. 

 

 

 

George Eastman House. 
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1.4 | Alfred Stieglitz, ca. 1907 

 

In the case of this celebrated photograph of Alfred Stieglitz, the comparative 

study of negative and print proved to be particularly valuable. It clarified a 

significant aspect in the aesthetics of the portrait, that is, its round shape. 

 

Because of its uniqueness within Coburn's work, the tondo format raised 

questions of a potential symbolic emphasis. Although such an assumption is 

plausible, inspection of the negative showed that the round format of the contact 

print was a consequence of damage in the negative. The Cristoid film negative, 

composed of unsupported gelatin, was easily injured in handling. A black tape 

applied along the edges of the negative was meant to consolidate the loss at the 

top left corner and the break at the bottom left corner. These flaws, which would 

ruin a powerful image, were overcome by Coburn by trimming the print round. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

George Eastman House holds three printed variants of this image. From left to 

right: a contact platinum print (1967:0155:0087) on black mount, a photogravure 

with neutral tones (1967:0155:0088), and one with warm tones (1967:0155:0089). 

 

XRF analysis was conducted on the platinum print. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Dmin 

Dmax 

 
Alvin Langdon Cobirn, Alfred Stieglitz, ca. 1907, George Eastman House. 

© George Eastman House 
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The XRF spectra record presence of platinum and mercury in the imaging 

substance. That is interesting because the image color is not warm, and by visual 

examination this photographs could hardly be identified as a mercury-toned 

platinum print. Its neutral tones might have been determined by the temperature 

of the developer set in the darkroom.  

 

The platinum print shows surface sheen, that implies presence of some coating. 

 

Coburn wrote in the drafts for his autobiography that he took this portrait in 

1912. An inscription in his hand reads: “Alfred Stieglitz (1912),” on the back of 

photogravure 1967:0155:0089. 

 

The portrait, which was published in Camera Work n. 21 (January 1908), is in fact 

to be dated before July 1907, when it appeared in The Craftsman.26 According to 

Weston Naef, it “was presumably made about the time of Coburn's first show at 

                                                         
26 Vol. 12, n. 4: 395. 

 

XRF analysis settings 
Voltage: 40 kV 
Current: 1.9 µA 
Time: 600 seconds 
Filter: Cu 6mil + Ti 1mil + Al 12mil 
Vacuum: No 

 

Spectrum overlay: Dmax (red) and Dmin (blue). 
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the Little Galleries (March 11 - April 10, 1907), for which he had expressly 

returned from London to New York.”27 

 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art holds a platinum print (33.43.197) and a 

photogravure (33.43.205) of the same subject. The photogravure is signed in 

pencil: “Alvin Langdon Coburn ’07,” while the platinum print bears a handwritten 

inscription in pencil on the verso of the primary support, which reads: “Coburn, 

Alvin Langdon / Portrait of Alfred Steiglitz / May 1907. / “July 5 – [...] dark 

mounting band in cut” (AS) / Plat.” 

 

The Royal Photographic Society collection at the National Media Museum in 

Bradford includes another variant of this portrait, printed in platinum (C28 9793). 

A label on the original mount of the photograph, now detached, bears Coburn’s 

signature and a RPS label reading: “Plat 1905.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                         
27 Weston J. Naef, The Collection of Alfred Stieglitz. Fifty Pioneers of Modern Photography (New York: 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art; The Viking Press, 1978): 307. 

 

 

 

Other portraits of Alfred Stieglitz by Alvin Langdon Coburn 

 

Two negatives on Cristoid film (1978:0050:0268-0269) held at George 
Eastman House, possibly taken during the same sitting as the previous 
portrait. There are no prints from these negatives in the Museum collection. 
 
© George Eastman House 

A gum print of unknown location, exhibited in Coburn’s one-man show at the Royal Photographic 
Society in 1906. It is reproduced in Photographische Rundschau und Photographisches Centralblatt, 
1906, illustrating a review on Coburn’s exhibition in London, by E.O. Hoppé. 
There are no photographs with this image at George Eastman House. 

 

A platinum print taken in 1903 held at The Metropolitan Museum of Art (33.43.194). 
There is no photograph with this image at George Eastman House. 
 
www.metmuseum.com 
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1.5 | The Octopus, 1912 

 

The Octopus, that is, the view looking down upon Madison Square Park from the 

topmost floor of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company’s skyscraper, has 

often been identified as Coburn’s iconic photograph. Coburn defined it 

“revolutionary, depending as it did more upon its pattern than upon its subject 

matter.” To the question “What is it?” he would answer that it was “a 

composition or exercise in filling a rectangular space with curves or masses.”28 

Beaumont Newhall reproduced this view in his 1949 edition of the History of 

Photography as a pioneer exercise in abstract photography. 

 

Switching now to landscape photographs, it is worth reminding that around 1905-

1906 Coburn abandoned the view camera for a handier 4 x 5 reflex camera.29  

The photographer’s gift to George Eastman House comprised three cameras: a 

J.F. Shew & Co. Delta Reflex, a Houghton-Butcher Ensign Carbine and a Folding 

Pocket Kodak. Several photographs depict Coburn holding the Shew Delta reflex, 

such as platinum prints by Fannie Coburn and Rudolf Dührkoop, and an 

autochrome by Arnold Genthe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                         
28 Alvin Langdon Coburn, Photographer: An Autobiography with Over 70 Reproductions of His Works 

(New York: Dover Publications, 1978): vii. 
29 That is confirmed by an early 1906 article that reads: “[Mr. Coburn’s] outdoor work is mostly 

made with a 5 x 4 reflex camera, and his indoor portrait work was produced with a 10 x 8 camera 
and single lens working at f/8.” See “Alvin Langdon Coburn's One-Man Show at the R.P.S.,” The 
Photographic News, v. 50, n. 527 (February 2, 1906): 90. 

 
J.F. Shew & Co. 

Delta Reflex. 
© George Eastman House 

 

   
Rudolf Dührkoop, Alvin 
Langdon Coburn, ca. 1908, 
George Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 
 

Arnold Genthe, Alvin 
Langdon Coburn, ca. 1910, 
Library of Congress. 

Detail from Fannie Coburn, Alvin 
Langdon Coburn at the Grand Canyon, 
1911, George Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 
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It seems plausible to think that the recurring mentions throughout Coburn’s 

autobiography should refer to this very camera (which is also the one that the 

photographer carefully labeled when preparing his bequest to George Eastman 

House). In two letters of 1907-1908 addressed to Stieglitz, Coburn alluded to a 

Graflex of his, which evidently has not been preserved.30 

 

Along with the cameras, Coburn equipment at George Eastman House includes 

fifteen lenses, the majority of which were made or adapted to fit the Shew Delta 

Reflex camera:31 

- 5 semi-achromatic lenses (Pinkham & Smith) 

- 1 pictorialist lens (Pinkham & Smith) 

- 1 soft focus portrait lens (J.H. Dallmeyer Ltd.) 

- 1 Adon lens (J.H. Dallmeyer Ltd.) 

- 1 telephoto lens (J.H. Dallmeyer Ltd.) 

- 1 Voigtländer Dynar (Voigtländer & Sohn AG) 

- 1 Bodine pictorial lens (unidentified maker) 

- 3 barrel lenses (unidentified maker) 

- 1 meniscus lens (unidentified maker) 

 

Pinkham & Smith semi-achromatic lens was Coburn’s favorite one. He wrote a 

tribute to that lens titled The Question of Diffusion, that was published in several 

Pinkham & Smith Co. catalogs. Quoting from it: 

 

‘I now have about a dozen P. & S. (Semi-Achromatic) lenses of various focal lengths, most of 

which have been especially made for me. [...] It is difficult for me to imagine what modern 

photography would be without the Semi-Achromatic lens, when you consider that F. Holland 

Day, Baron de Meyer, Stieglitz, White, Steichen, Kuehn, Seeley, Mrs Käsebier are only a few of 

                                                         
30 Letters dated June 1907 and June 1908, Alfred Stieglitz/Georgia O'Keeffe Archive, Yale 
Collection of American Literature. Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library. 
31 The Coburn correspondence contains mentions of photographic lenses. In a letter from Paris 
dated May 30, 1906, George Bernard Shaw announced he would give to Coburn a lens from 
Robert Demachy, which would need a contraption in order to work on his camera. In June 1908, 

 

 
Pinkham & Smith semi-

achromatic lens with 
embossed inscription 

“Made expressly for Alvin 
Langdon Coburn,” 

George Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 
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the workers who use it, practically to the exclusion of other lenses. [...] With the S.A. Lens you 

get modeling, roundness, suggestive of sculpture, atmosphere and texture. [...] Just a few words of 

practical advice in regard to the use of these lenses. Under-exposure (bad in any case) plays you 

queer pranks when the S.A. Lens is used. Never stop down to any great extent, as in so-doing 

you lose much of the special quality of the lens. In several of my lenses that have Waterhouse 

Stops (the kind you always lose) I have discarded them entirely, and closed up the slot in the 

mount with a rubber band to prevent leakage of light, and use the lens wide open.” 

 

In 1911, for his Californian landscapes, Coburn was using a new telephoto lens.32 

When capturing The Octopus the following year, he might have used that type of 

lens attached to his Shew Delta reflex camera. The telephoto lens would 

contribute in compressing perspective, which seemed to comply with the creator’s 

intent focused this time on the image pattern. 

 

One might think there is just one Octopus, whereas Coburn produced two slightly 

different images of it, which are represented in various versions at George 

Eastman House. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 _______________________________________________________________ 
Coburn wrote to Stieglitz about a Goerz lens, which worked almost like a Smith after having been 
slightly unscrewed in the mount. 
32 In a letter addressed to Stieglitz on May 1911 from California, Coburn informed he had got a 
new telephoto lens. Alfred Stieglitz/Georgia O'Keeffe Archive, Yale Collection of American 
Literature. Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library. 

 

 
Left: two 5x4 nitrate negatives and a copy negative on 
glass. Right: four silver gelatin DOP prints of varying 
dimensions, a 17x14 platinum print and a 17x14 
negative on Cristoid film. 
The platinum print here reproduced is a modern 
facsimile made from Coburn’s negative by Michael 
Hager and Carlos Guzman in 1989. I have not seen 
Coburn’s platinum print, since it has been out of the 
Museum since November 2006. 
© George Eastman House 
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Although very similar, the two views differ in the orientation of the shadow and 

also of the camera, which produced two differing framings. Furthermore, the 

focus of the second image is softer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) For the image at left, which is the most represented, there are six versions: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1) 2) 

Nitrate negative          
12 x 9 cm                               
GEH 1979:4108:0001 
© George Eastman House 

Gelatin silver print         
 20.2 x 15.3 cm                            
GEH 1967:0144:0290 
© George Eastman House 
 

Gelatin silver print              
20.6 x 15.7 cm                      
GEH 1967:0144:0286 
© George Eastman House 
 

Negative on Cristoid film  
41.9 x 31.2 cm 
GEH 1980:0528:0058 
© George Eastman House 

          

                                              
 

 

Platinum print         
 42.3 x 32.3 cm                                             
GEH 1967:0144:0289 
© George Eastman House 

 
 Glass copy negative 
12 x 9 cm 
1979:4110:0001 
© George Eastman House 

© George Eastman House © George Eastman House 
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This series consists of three negatives (a nitrocellulose film pack that was exposed 

in the reflex camera, a large format Cristoid film and a copy negative on glass that 

reproduces a thumbtacked print) and three prints (a contact platinum print 

obtained from the Cristoid film, and two gelatin silver prints). 

 

The 1912 unpublished essay Alvin Langdon Coburn, Artist-Photographer by William 

Howe Downes describes a working method that Coburn would adopt at that 

time, which is reflected in this series: 

 

“From the small original negatives he makes a positive or transparency on glass, which, being 

only an intermediate stage, may be destroyed after it has fulfilled its purpose. From the positive he 

makes by projection in an enlarging camera, constructed much like a magic lantern, a new and 

large negative on film. His favorite size has been fourteen by seventeen for exhibition prints, and 

ten by twelve or eight by ten for portraits. From the negatives he makes a direct contact print on 

platinum paper, with, occasionally, a very thin after-glaze of gum to give richness to the shadows. 

This he does by a modification of the gum bichromatic process, printing in register over the 

original platinum.” 

 

Therefore, from the film pack Coburn produced the 17 x 14” printing negative by 

means of an inter-positive that probably got destroyed - George Eastman House 

holds no inter-positive of his. From the enlarged printing negative, the 

photographer made the platinum print. What is not easy to understand is why for 

such a purpose Coburn employed Cristoid film. Moreover, that is not the only 

instance of such a choice. The Museum collection includes eighty-two negatives 

sharing same size and medium of this one, whereas Coburn’s handwritten list of 

points to mention in his autobiography contains a quick note stating: “Most of 

large films destroyed. Very few large original prints made.” The majority of those 

printing negatives represent landscapes, but there are also a few portraits. 

 

Physical characteristics of the Cristoid film are pronounced thinness and 

flexibility. In most of cases, these films suffer from planar distortion, their surface 

adjusting to an undulated shape. This one in particular, showing gloss on either 
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side, was varnished. Otherwise, in absence of coating, one side of Cristoid film 

(the fast emulsion side) is more matte than the other. Some of Coburn’s negatives 

on Cristoid films have developed silver mirroring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As for the glass copy negative, because it carries a smaller image than the film 

pack, it was not meant to be a step of an enlargement process. Instead it might 

have been made in order to modify the quality of the image, by losing a little 

sharpness of focus. Or, perhaps the photographer was unable to access his 

original negatives. Coburn’s bequest brought to the Museum a total of twelve 

copy negatives on glass, including this one, all measuring 9 x 12 cm. This 

miscellaneous group includes, besides The Octopus, copies of views taken in 

Madeira and copies of illustrations from books of mystic themes. They might be 

all related to a later time in Coburn’s life, in the 1950s. 

 

 

2) The other image is shown in a nitrate film pack and two gelatin silver prints: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nitrate negative 
12 x 9 cm 
1979:4107:0001 
© George Eastman House 
 Gelatin silver print 

31 x 23.2 cm 
1967:0144:0287 
© George Eastman House 
 

Gelatin silver print 
20.5 x 15.1 cm 
1982:0140:0001 
© George Eastman House 
 

 
1980:0528:0058 
© George Eastman House 
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It is documented that Coburn printed photograph 1982:0140:0001 in 1947 for 

Beaumont Newhall, who wanted to reproduce The Octopus in his book. When 

comparing the four gelatin silver developed-out prints made from the two nitrate 

negatives, differing qualities of tones, surface sheen and texture emerge. With 

reference to the Silver Gelatin DOP Sample Book developed by Tania Passafiume 

and Grant Romer in 2001,33 these photographs can be characterized as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

The cool white tint of the surface base in photograph 1967:1044:0287 suggests 

that there might be optical brightening agents in the paper. Presence of optical 

brighteners agents, which should be confirmed through examination under 

ultraviolet (UV) light, would set a later date for this print. That would range from 

the late 1950s to the mid-1960s, whereas the other three prints are likely to be 

dated before 1950. Print 1967:0144:0287 might have been made for Coburn’s solo 

exhibition at the University of Reading in 1962. 

                                                         
33 Tania Passafiume, A Silver Gelatin DOP Sample Book and a Characteristic Catalogue of the Edward 

Weston Collection at the George Eastman House (Rochester NY: George Eastman House, 2001). 

Print 1967:0144:0286 

Surface Base Tint: Pinkish white 

Surface Texture: Fine-Grained 

Surface Sheen: Semi-Matte 

Base Material: Fiber Base 

Base Weight: Single Weight 

Manufacturer: Not Available 

Print 1967:0144:0290 

Surface Base Tint: Pinkish white 

Surface Texture: Smooth 

Surface Sheen: Glossy 

Base Material: Fiber Base 

Base Weight: Single Weight 

Manufacturer: Not Available 

Print 1982:0140:0001 

Surface Base Tint: Greenish white 

Surface Texture: Fine-Grained 

Surface Sheen: Semi-Matte 

Base Material: Fiber Base 

Base Weight: Single Weight 

Manufacturer: Not Available 

 

Print 1967:0144:0287 

Surface Base Tint: Cool white  

Surface Texture: Smooth 

Surface Sheen: Glossy 

Base Material: Fiber Base 

Base Weight: Single Weight 

Manufacturer: Not Available 
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Two more views of the Octopus are featured in the George Eastman House 

collection. A close-up of Madison Square Park seen from above, which Coburn 

printed in two gelatin silver developed-out papers with different contrast, and a 

view from a lesser elevated standpoint which has no related print in the Museum.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 
 
 
 

 
This negative illustrates how Coburn would crop his nitrocellulose film packs, by 

means of a paper mask and black paper tape, remnants of which can be found on 

many of his nitrate negatives. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Gelatin silver print 
GEH 1967:0144:0291 
© George Eastman House 
 

Gelatin silver print 
GEH 1967:0144:0292 
© George Eastman House 
 

Nitrate negative 
GEH  1979:4111:0001 
© George Eastman House 
 

Nitrate negative 
GEH 1979:4109:0001 
recto & verso 

 
© George Eastman House 
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1.6 | Pigment Prints, Photogravures and Halftones 
 

Other photographic processes employed by Coburn and represented in the 

George Eastman House collection include pigment prints, photogravures and 

letterpress halftones. 

 

Pigment Prints 

 

“I must confess that I do not approve of gum prints which look like chalk drawings, nor of 

drawing on negatives, nor of glycerine-restrained platinotypes in imitation of wash-drawings as 

produced by Joseph T. Keiley, a well-known American photographer and a friend of Alfred 

Stieglitz. Nevertheless, I do not deny that Demachy, Eugene, Keiley and others produced exciting 

prints by these manipulated techniques, which differentiated them from the ordinary run of 

amateurs which in the 1880s and '90s inundated the world of photography in their hundreds of 

thousands after the introduction of factory-produced dry plates (and from 1889 onward celluloid 

roll film) and simple hand-cameras had removed the necessity for any particular skill. In most of 

the so-called controlled processes it was possible by manual treatment of negative or print to create 

a hybrid of graphic and photographic art. This I rarely did, for I am myself a devotee of pure 

photography, which is unapproachable in its own field. The combined gum platinum printing 

process which I used for some years, though complicated, was purely photographic. My only 

concession to the taste of the time was the use of a soft-focus lens, made especially for me by my 

friend Henry Smith of Boston.”34 

 

Although Coburn wrote he did not approve of controlled processes that would 

assimilate photographs to drawings, he himself must have practiced pigment 

printing techniques in his early years, as it is proven by a few gum prints at George 

Eastman House and at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and by a carbon print 

from the Royal Photographic Society collection. 

                                                         
34 Alvin Langdon Coburn, Photographer: An Autobiography with Over 70 Reproductions of His Works 

(New York: Dover Publications, 1978): 16-18. 
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Among the three gum prints by Coburn held at George Eastman House, only 

one, Place de la Concorde, Paris, is a color print. On the verso, it bears an inscription 

by the photographer: “Triple Gum Print.” Another multiple color gum print by 

Coburn was shown in the De Meyer - Coburn exhibition at the Goupil Galleries 

in 1908.35 It was a portrait of George Bernard Shaw and I have not yet located it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, an unusual advertisement in Photo Era indicates that Coburn was 

personally manufacturing and supplying gum bichromate papers in 1903. 

                                                         
35 “The De Meyer – Coburn Exhibition at the Goupil Galleries,” The Photographic News, v. 53, n. 

643 (March 20, 1908): 273. 

 

 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, 
A Woodland Road, 1900-1902, 
carbon print, 
Bradford, National Media Museum. 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, 
Place de la Concorde, ca. 1905,  
three-color gum print, 
George Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 
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Coburn also experimented with a lesser-known variant of the carbon printing 

process, that is, the ozotype.36 In his article, “Ozotype: A Few Notes on a New 

Process,” the photographer wrote:37 

 

“Ozotype is one of the simplest non-transfer carbon processes that have been discovered up to the 

present time. [...] I have been making some experiments with ozotype during the past week, and 

find it easy to manipulate and satisfactory in many ways, quite apart from effect of different 

                                                         
36 Quoting from Mark Osterman: “This method of pigment printing was invented by Thomas 

Manly in 1899 and later replaced by the ozobrome process. It was a form of carbon printing. A 
sheet with bichromated gelatin was contact exposed to a negative. It was then placed in contact 
with a pigmented carbon tissue soaked in a dilute solution of acetic acid and hydroquinone and 
squeegeed together. A chemical reaction took place that hardened the carbon emulsion in direct 
proportion to the degree of exposure. The sheets were separated and the unexposed and therefore 
unhardened pigment was washed away, which left the hardened areas to form the image.” See The 
Focal Encyclopedia of Photography: Digital Imaging, Theory and Applications, History, and Science, ed. by 
Michael R. Peres (Burlington, MA: Focal Press, 2007): 100. 

37 Alvin Langdon Coburn, “Ozotype: A Few Notes on a New Process,” Photo Era, v. 5, n. 3 
(August 1900): 33-35. A few ozotypes by Coburn are reproduced with the article by Thomas 
Harrison Cummings, “Some Photographs by Alvin Langdon Coburn,” Photo Era, v. 10, n. 3 
(March 1903): 87-92. 

Advertisement from Photo Era, v. 10, n. 5. May1903. 
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methods. [...] The feeling here in England is decidedly in favor of the ozotype. Let us hope that 

in it we have a medium which will be turned to good account, combining as it does permanency, 

delicacy and adaptability to all surfaces, and the possibility of being kept under nearly if not quite 

as much control as the gum bichromate.” 

 

George Eastman House does not hold any identified ozotypes by Coburn. 

Among the works bequeathed by the photographer to the Museum, there is one 

ozotype made by Robert Demachy around 1905 that is a portrait of Coburn. It 

can be identified as an ozotype thanks to the inscription in Coburn’s hand on the 

verso: “Thomas Manly (ozotype).”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photogravures 

 

Like other Pictorialist photographers, Coburn considered photogravure as an 

artistic printing process and acknowledged its permanence as an invaluable 

quality.38 He proudly reported to have produced 40,000 photogravures with his 

own presses. For an overview of how Coburn worked with photogravure, see 

Appendix III. 

                                                         
38 See Alvin Langdon Coburn, “Alvin Langdon Coburn, Artist-Photographer,” The Pall Mall 

Magazine, v. 51, n. 242 (June 1913): 757-763. 

 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, Portrait of Miss C.H., 
reproduced in Photo Era, v. 10, n. 3, March 1903. 
Caption reports: “From ozotype on Japanese vellum.” 
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Letterpress Halftones 

 

It seems that even letterpress halftone was considered by Coburn as an expressive 

printing technique. Indeed, the photographer was creative in that 

photomechanical process as well, as a shot of a bridge in Venice shows. In this 

image, titled Shadows and Reflections, Coburn played with the registration of the 

letterpress printing stages, in order to increase the intricacy of the pattern reflected 

in the canal. This is evident when comparing the letterpress halftone print with 

the negative and with the gum-platinum print of the same image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, Shadows 
and Reflections, Venice, 1905, 
letterpress halftone, nitrate 
negative and gum-platinum print, 
George Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 
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Some letterpress halftones held at George Eastman House and at the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art document an interesting aspect, as they are mounted 

and signed exactly as Coburn would do with his platinum prints. This suggests 

that Coburn regarded those photomechanical prints as equals to photographs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yet it is not clear if Coburn meant these mounted prints for exhibition purposes. 

 

 

 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, Notre 
Dame, ca. 1908, letterpress 
halftone, George Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 
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2 | Conservation Issues of Coburn Photographs 
 
 
 
 
 
For printing his positives, Coburn mainly used the following photographic 

processes: platinum prints, gum-platinum prints, gelatin silver developing-out 

papers and photogravures. In the course of my study of the photographer’s works 

at George Eastman House and other institutions, I have been able to appreciate 

that their overall condition is good in most of cases. Nonetheless, they present 

some common conservation issues that can be divided into three main categories.  

 

Firstly, as to process: while the imaging substance in platinum, gum-platinum and 

photogravure prints is considered stable, it has deteriorated in most of Coburn’s 

gelatin silver prints. Most of them show presence of silver mirroring, which is 

quite severe in some cases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Secondly, mounted prints often present physical problems in their corners, due to 

various factors such as cockling of primary or secondary support in proximity of 

adhesive, loss of adhesion, discoloration and migration of adhesive. These cases 

are individually illustrated. 

 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, Self-Portrait, 
New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
1986.1008.1. 
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Mounted photogravures often present creases at top corners, close to areas where 

adhesive was applied. Different rates of expansion and contraction in the adhered 

primary and secondary support can provoke cockling in the print. Often times 

those creases show surface abrasion along their edge, due to friction in housing 

where prints are stacked one upon the other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Same problem occurs in some cases with mounts. Secondary support cockles 

where adhered to a tertiary support and therefore it brings stress to the print and 

constitutes a potential for damage (see Appendix V: conservation treatment report 

of gum-platinum print GEH 1967:0157:0080). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The adhesive used to tip prints to secondary supports has progressively lost its 

adhesion properties, so that photographs have detached from their mounts. In 

addition, the adhesive discoloration has affected some works in their aesthetics. 

 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, 
Capri, Boston, Museum 
of Fine Arts, 1985.320.  

 

 

 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, 
The Three Brothers, 

Yosemite, 1911, 
GEH 1967:0157:0080. 

© George Eastman House 
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Exceptionally, mounted platinum prints present stains at the top corners, due to 

migration of adhesive used to tip the photograph to the secondary support. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thirdly, mounted works commonly show deterioration in their mounts, under the 

form of discoloration and loss.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, Vortograph II, 
1917, silver gelatin print,  
Bradford, National Media Museum, 
RPS 9792 C28 

  

Alvin Langdon Coburn, 
George Meredith and Family, 1904, 
GEH 1967:0155:0042. 
© George Eastman House 
 

 

 

 

Alvin Langdon Coburn,  
Frederick H. Evans,  

New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
1949.55.212. 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, 
The Amphiteatre, Grand 
Canyon, 1912, 
GEH 1967:0157:0073. 
© George Eastman House 
 

Alvin Langdon Coburn, 
Désiré Defauw, 1916, 
GEH 1967:0097:0023. 
© George Eastman House 
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A less frequent manifestation of deterioration is presented by platinum prints and 

photogravures affected by foxing, on recto or on verso. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For what concerns Coburn’s negatives, the extensive body of Cristoid films at 

George Eastman House (1,329 in total, of which eighty-two are enlarged printing 

negatives) should undergo a conservation survey. Nothing similar has been done, 

nor a study has been produced on the deterioration of these particular negatives. 

It is therefore an absolute priority to evaluate condition and understand 

preservation needs of this special type of objects, which were clearly preferred by 

some of the most innovative and artistically motivated photographers of the 

Edwardian era. These materials in fact stimulated and served artistic expression 

particular to that period.  

 

 
 

 

  

Alvin Langdon Coburn, 
Alfred Stieglitz, ca. 1907, 
GEH 1967:0155:0087 
and 1967:0155:0089. 
© George Eastman House 
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At George Eastman House these negatives are currently stored individually, with 

no support, in polyester sleeves stacked horizontally in conservation boxes. It is of 

great importance to clarify whether this kind of housing and the current 

environmental conditions in the Museum vaults are appropriate for these objects, 

or if they are contributing to their deterioration. 

 

At the archives of Country Life Picture Library, Frederick H. Evans’ negatives on 

Cristoid film are stored in the same way. No condition monitoring has been 

carried out overtime in that institution either. 

 

Finally, George Bernard Shaw’s negatives at the archives of the London School of 

Economics were surveyed by various photo-conservators in 1994 and 2000. That 

collection should include some Cristoid films that Shaw shot in Ireland, Wales 

and Algeria between 1907 and 1909.39 However, the reports of both 1994 and 

2000 surveys did not make allusion to any Cristoid film or gelatin film, 

mentioning only the presence of nitrate and acetate films. Therefore, parameters 

described in those conservation surveys cannot be used as reference for these 

photographic objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                         
39 See note 15 of this report and George Bernard Shaw and Bill Jay, Bernard Shaw on Photography 

(Layton, UT: Gibbs Smith, 1989). I was not allowed to view Shaw’s negatives at the London 
School of Economics, since they had not been re-housed and were considered too fragile to be 
issued to users.  
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3 | Subject Series 
 
 
 
 
 
In the course of my research I became fascinated with two lesser-known subject 

series within Coburn’s portraiture: firstly, the Musicians of Mark, a planned but 

never published book that would have concluded the photographer’s trilogy of 

notable figures of the Edwardian world, and secondly, the multiple-exposure 

portraits, contemporary with the celebrated Vortographs. 

 
 
 
3.1 | Reconstruction of the Musicians of Mark 

 
In 1904, at the time of his second visit to London, Coburn was commissioned by 

The Metropolitan Magazine in New York to photograph literary and art celebrities in 

England. His autobiography recalls: “this long-term project resulted in my books 

Men of Mark (1913) and More Men of Mark (1922).” A third book should have 

completed the series: “I regret that the intended third volume Musicians of Mark, 

for which I took thirty-three portraits, never reached the stage of publication.” 

 

The Richard and Ronay Menschel Library holds no maquette of this book. 

However, among the papers bequeathed by the photographer to George Eastman 

House, are a manuscript and a typescript list of names of musicians. 

 

The manuscript list is written in Coburn's hand on two pages. Thirty-four 

musicians are mentioned, each name accompanied by a date which may indicate 

the day of the sitting. The verso of both sheets are alike and show the letterhead 

of a Masonic organization, the North Wales Mark Benevolent Fund, of which 

Coburn was evidently the secretary. This could help to date the manuscript. 
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The same names and dates, differently arranged, are contained in a document 

typed in purple ink on thin paper, possibly a carbon copy. An identical version of 

this is housed along with Coburn’s prints of musicians in the Photograph 

Collection. The musicians are here listed in chronological order, from March 1914 

to June 1921. Wassily Safonoff is crossed out, so that the names become thirty-

three and suggest they could possibly be the portraits selected by Coburn for his 

publication. 

 

George Eastman House holdings include sixty-one prints and hundreds of 

negatives depicting over fifty musicians photographed by Coburn. Among these, I 

could identify the portraits of the thirty-three listed musicians. They are here 

reproduced following the chronological order set in the typed list in a virtual 

reconstruction of Coburn’s planned book. 

 

All prints are gelatin silver process, mounted on one or two layers of paper 

according to an aesthetic trend common to the photographer’s body of work. 

Most of the photographs show a dedication to Coburn inscribed by the sitter on 

the mount. The date of the dedication is in every case later than the date recorded 

in the lists, reinforcing the hypothesis that the dates in those documents refer to 

these sittings. 

 

When two or more photographs of the same musician were available, the one 

signed by the sitter was chosen for this series. Only in the case of Mark 

Hambourg, two almost equal prints were found, both with a very similar 

dedication. Therefore, the two of them have been included. 

 

On July 17, 1960, Coburn dedicated his BBC broadcast, Musicians in Focus, to 

musicians he had photographed between 1914 and 1921. He reported Sir Henry 

Wood had been the first portrait made, Stravinsky the last. These two names open 

and close the lists described above. In three short essays held at the Richard and 

Ronay Menschel Library, Coburn described his sittings with Chaliapin, Sibelius 

and Stravinsky. 
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Sir Henry Wood (1869-1944) 
1914 
gelatin silver print 
28.7 x 19.8 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, by A.L. Coburn in pencil: “Sir Henry 
Wood” 
GEH 1967:0097:0044 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Arnold Dolmetsch (1858-1940) 
1914 
gelatin silver print 
27.5 x 21.1 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “Arnold Dolmetsch/ 
27 Aug. 1914” 
GEH 1967:0097:0029 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Vladimir de Pachmann (1848-1933) 
1914 
gelatin silver print 
24.9 x 19.1 cm 
INSCRIPTIONS: mount recto, signed in pencil: “Alvin Langdon 
Coburn/ 1914”; mount recto, autographed in ink: “To Alvin Langdon 
Coburn/ in kind remembrance/ V. de Pachmann” 
GEH 1967:0097:0031 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Feodor Chaliapin (1873-1938) 
1914 
gelatin silver print 
28.5 x 20.3 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “A Monsieur Alvin 
Langdon Coburn./ bravo, et merci! F. Chaliapin/ 19 Juillet/ 914. 
London” 
GEH 1967:0097:0049 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

© George Eastman House 
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Mark Hambourg (1879-1960) 
1915 
gelatin silver print 
26.6 x 20.5 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “To Alvin Langdon 
Coburn in sincere admiration/ from/ Mark Hambourg/ 14/2/17” 
GEH 1967:0097:0025 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Mark Hambourg (1879-1960) 
1915 
gelatin silver print 
25.4 x 20 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “To Alvin Langdon 
Coburn in complete admiration/ of his wonderful art/ from/ Mark 
Hambourg/ 14/2/17” 
GEH 1967:0097:0048 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Cyril Scott (1879-1970) 
1915 
gelatin silver print 
26.5 x 20.4 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “For Mr Alvin 
Langdon/ Coburn/ in genuine appreciation/ from Cyril Scott./ Dec. 
1915.” 
GEH 1967:0097:0026 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Joseph Holbrooke (1878-1958) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
29.2 x 20.9 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “With admiration of/ 
L. Coburn's fine work./ Joseph Holbrooke/ 1916, Feb.” 
GEH 1967:0097:0037 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
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Arthur Rubinstein (1887-1982) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
23.5 x 17.4 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “To the great artist 
Mr. Coburn/ with all my admiration!/ Arthur Rubinstein/ February 
1916/ London” 
GEH 1967:0097:0002 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Eugène Ysaÿe (1858-1931) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
21.5 x 26.3 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “Cordial souvenir et 
mes meilleurs compliments/ à l'excellent artiste Mr Alvin Langdon 
Coburn/ E. Ysaÿe/ 1916” 
GEH 1967:0097:0041 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Frank Bridge (1879-1941) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
27.2 x 20.8 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “Frank Bridge” 
mount recto-(by sitter, in ink) musical notations 
GEH 1967:0097:0040 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
 
Sir Eugène Goossens (1893-1962) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
26.6 x 20 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “To my friend/ 
Alvin Langdon Coburn/ with all sympathy & appreciation/ Eugène 
Goossens Jr./ 12/3/16”; mount recto, by sitter in ink) “Jack O’ 
Lantern” and musical notations 
GEH 1967:0097:0035 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
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York Bowen (1884-1961) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
26 x 19 cm 
INSCRIPTIONS: mount recto, signed in ink: “Alvin Langdon Coburn”; 
mount recto, autographed in ink: “To my friend/ Langdon Coburn 
Esq./ With kindest regards/ from/ York Bowen/ 1916”; mount recto, 
by sitter in ink: “from slow movement of string quartet/ poco lento” 
and music notations labeled: “Violin I, Violin II, Viola, V-Cello” 
GEH 1967:0097:0012 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Sir Arnold Bax (1883-1953) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
26.4 x 20 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “With admiration 
and all good wishes/ Arnold Bax.” 
GEH 1967:0097:0027 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
 
Lionel Tertis (1876-1975) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
27.3 x 21.6 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “To Alvin Langdon 
Coburn/ in deepest admiration of his/ very wonderful art./ Lionel 
Tertis/ 1916” 
GEH 1967:0097:0011 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Gustav Holst (1874-1934) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
27.3 x 21.2 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “Yours gratefully/ 
Gustav von Holst” 
GEH 1967:0097:0028 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
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John Ireland (1879-1962) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
26.7 x 20.2 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, by A.L. Coburn in ink: “John Ireland” 
GEH 1967:0097:0038 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
 
Sir Thomas Beecham (1879-1961) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
27.2 x 20.2 cm 
INSCRIPTIONS: mount recto, signed in pencil: “Alvin Langdon 
Coburn”; mount recto, autographed in ink: “With kindest regards/ 
Thomas Beecham” 
GEH 1967:0097:0030 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Dame Myra Hess (1890-1965) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
20.2 x 27.1 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “With very great 
admiration/ Myra Hess.” 
GEH 1967:0097:0033 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Violet Gordon-Woodhouse (1872-1951) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
28 x 20.6 cm 
INSCRIPTIONS: mount recto, signed in pencil: “Alvin Langdon 
Coburn”; mount recto, autographed in ink: “To Mr. Alvin Langdon 
Coburn, with deep admiration for/ his great talent, from/ Violet 
Gordon Woodhouse, August/ 1916” 
GEH 1967:0097:0042 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
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Sir Granville Bantock (1868-1946) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
27 x 20.6 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “Very sincere 
regards/ Granville Bantock/ 27/10/16” and notation in Arabic 
GEH 1967:0097:0043 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Désiré Defauw (1885-1960) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
20.3 x 27.1 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “Avec une profonde 
admiration/ pour le grand artiste et très charmant ami/ Alvin Langdon 
Coburn/ Désiré Defauw” 
GEH 1967:0097:0023 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Guilhermina Suggia (1885-1950) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
25.5 x 18 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “À Monsieur 
Coburn,/ en souvenir d'une matinée/ musicale et en admiration/ 
Guilhermina Suggia./ London 23 Nov. 1916.” 
GEH 1967:0097:0018 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Boris Lensky 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
25.8 x 19.2 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “Mr. Langdon 
Coburn in friendship/ and great admiration of his art/ Boris Lensky./ 
London/ Nov. 23.16” 
GEH 1967:0097:0016 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
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Benno Moiseiwitsch (1890-1963) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
25.8 x 19.9 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “To Langdon 
Coburn/ In sincere admiration/ from Benno Moiseiwitsch/ London/ 
X-mass 1916” 
GEH 1967:0097:0046 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Albert Sammons (1886-1957) 
1916 
gelatin silver print 
20.9 x 27.4 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “To A. Langdon 
Coburn Esq. in sincere admiration of his wonderful photography/ 
Yours very sincerely/ Albert Sammons/ 1917.” 
GEH 1967:0097:0020 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Daisy Kennedy (1893-1981) 
1917 
gelatin silver print 
25.3 x 18.9 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “Yours very 
sincerely,/ and in admiration,/ Daisy Kennedy/ Feb. 1917” 
GEH 1967:0097:0036 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
 
Daniel Melsa 
1917 
gelatin silver print 
27.9 x 21.3 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “With my sincerest 
admiration/ and affection/ Daniel Melsa/ Febr. 10th 1917” 
GEH 1967:0097:0014 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
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Bernard van Dieren (1887-1936) 
1917 
gelatin silver print 
27.9 x 20.5 cm 
INSCRIPTIONS: mount recto, signed in pencil: “Alvin Langdon 
Coburn”; mount recto, autographed in ink- “To A. Langdon Coburn/ 
from/ B. Van Dieren./ March 1917.” 
GEH 1967:0097:0034 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
Jean Sibelius (1865-1957) 
1918 
gelatin silver print 
27 x 20.1 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, by A.L. Coburn in pencil: “Jean Sibelius.” 
GEH 1967:0097:0045 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
 
 
Lord Berners (1883-1950) 
1919 
gelatin silver print 
27.6 x 21.1 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “Berners/ March 6, 
1919” 
GEH 1967:0097:0039 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
 
Frederick Delius (1862-1934) 
1919 
gelatin silver print 
28.4 x 19.1 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, by A.L. Coburn in pencil: “Delius” 
GEH 1967:0097:0032 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
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Astra Desmond (1893-1973) 
1919 
gelatin silver print 
28.9 x 21.6 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, autographed in ink: “Yours 
affectionately/ Astra Desmond.” 
GEH 1967:0097:0017 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
 
 
 
 
 
Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) 
1921 
gelatin silver print 
27.6 x 21 cm 
INSCRIPTION: mount recto, by A.L. Coburn in pencil: “Igor 
Stravinsky” 
GEH 1967:0097:0047 
Bequest of Alvin Langdon Coburn 
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3.2 | Multiple-Exposure Portraits 
 

“It has occurred to me, why should not the camera also throw off the shackles of conventional 

representation and attempt something fresh and untried? Why should not its subtle rapidity be 

utilized to study movement? Why not repeated successive exposure of an object in motion on the 

same plate? Why should not perspective be studied from angles hitherto neglected or unobserved? 

Why, I ask you earnestly, need we go on making commonplace little exposures of subjects that 

may be sorted into groups of landscapes, portraits, and figures studies? Think of the joy of doing 

something which it would be impossible to classify, or to tell which was the top and which the 

bottom!” 40 

 

This is how Coburn envisioned the future of pictorial photography in 1916. 

Indeed, he followed that path. He was involved with the Vorticists, a group of 

British artists, including Wyndham Lewis and Ezra Pound, who sought to 

construct a dynamic visual language as abstract as music. Before creating his 

‘vortoscope,’ a kaleidoscope-like instrument with three mirrors clamped together, 

which when fitted over the lens of a camera would reflect and fracture the image, 

Coburn experimented with multiple exposures. 

 

George Eastman House holds a group of twenty-nine negatives made with 

multiple exposures. They either consist of multiple exposures of the same subject, 

as in the case of Ezra Pound, Marius de Zayas, Sir Henry Maximilian Beerbohm 

and other unidentified sitters, or they combine two different subjects, as in three 

portraits which seem to depict at once Coburn’s mother (larger face) and his wife 

Edith (smaller face). 

 

Only two of these twenty-nine nitrate negatives have corresponding prints within 

the George Eastman House collection (see third and fifth images in the series 

shown below). They are two well-known portraits of Ezra Pound. The remaining 

negatives might have never been printed; for sure they have never been studied.  

                                                         
40 Alvin Langdon Coburn, “The Future of Pictorial Photography,” Photograms of the Year (1916): 23. 
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Above: five portraits of Ezra Pound,                               
five portraits of Marius de Zayas,                                  
one portrait of Max Beerbohm, 
three portraits of Fannie and Edith Coburn. 
Next page: fifteen portraits of seven unidentified sitters. 
George Eastman House. 
© George Eastman House 
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Conclusions 
 
 
 
 
 
This study demonstrates that methods of analysis and tools, which were 

developed within the photograph conservation field mainly for assessing 

authenticity, do bring a significant contribution to the understanding of a 

photographer’s production when they are applied to the context of the creation of 

works. Particularly in the case of Coburn, who was such a devotee of the 

darkroom. The approach adopted in this research has illustrated that in his case 

slight variations in the appearance of prints from the same negative are the results 

of refined and laborious creative processes; that aesthetic choices can be 

stimulated by technical and material factors that should be correctly identified; 

that there are still aspects to be studied as to the material structure and the 

deterioration of these photographs, which can provide additional knowledge on 

Coburn’s method of working. This is the first time that these well-known truths 

have been scholarly applied to the study of Coburn’s photographs.  

 

The investigation on the photographic materials used by Coburn has led to the 

find of an extensive corpus of negatives on Cristoid film at George Eastman 

House that had never been studied and that establishes a further bond among 

Coburn and other innovative photographers of his time. It has also determined 

conservation issues and set priorities for action. 

 

From a historical viewpoint, this study has advanced the knowledge on Coburn by 

composing information from various documentary sources that have brought to 

light some inedited information and photograph series.  
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Future work should include analysis of photograph coatings, conservation survey 

of the Cristoid film negatives at George Eastman House, and study of the six 

Coburn’s scrapbooks covering the years 1901-1915 in the Museum collection. 

 

The rationale for continuance of this and related works on Coburn and other 

Pictorialist photographers should be widely recognized, since there is so much 

potential for further discovery and conservation intervention. It is an obligation of 

conservators and curators to build better and stronger collaborations for the 

planning, development and sharing of this knowledge. 
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